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[57 ]‘ ABSTRACT 
_ A mobile road or like surface sweeping machine has a 
gutter brush and a brush driving hydraulic motor car 
ried on a supporting structure which is mounted on 
the machine frame for compound vertical and hori 
zontal swinging movements from a stowed position, 
with the brush in close to the machine frame and ele 
vated and out of contact with the ground surface, to 
an extended operating position relatively wide of the 
frame and in pressure engagement with the surface to 
be swept. The brush rotates about a generally vertical 
although slightly tilted axis. A single power operated 
means, a hydraulic ram, operates the supporting struc 
ture to produce the compound vertical and horizontal 
swinging of the latter. When the brush encounters in 
creased resistance to rotation, for example due to 
built-up or heavy debris, the pressure of the hydraulic 
?uid at the motor inlet increases, and the ram re 
sponds to that condition by forcing the brush into 
greater pressure contact with the surface, thereby en 
suring greater capability of sweeping the obstruction. 

29 Claims, 10 Drawing Figures 
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SURFACESWEEPING MACHINE EQUIPPED WITH 
GUT-TIER BRUSH 

This invention relates to mobile road or like surface 
sweeping machines, and more particularly to such ma 
chines equipped with so-called gutter brushes or gutter 
brooms, usually disk-like and so mounted on a machine 
frame as to be positionable outwardly from the ma 
chine frame so as to engage and sweep a surface adja 
cent to a curb or wall which cannot be reached by 
brushing or vacuum pick-up equipment extending 
transversely under the mobile machine frame. A num 
ber of machines of this general character are already 

, well known. In some, a gutter brush is mounted on a 

support which can be swung by one operating means 
from a stowed elevated position under or close in to the 
machine frame to an extended position outwardly of 
the frame, and which can be lowered by another oper 
ating means from its extended position to press the 
brush against the surface to be swept. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a ma 

chine of the general class referred to embodying con 
structional improvements resulting in ef?ciency of 
operation, and simplicity of controlling the positioning 
of the brush. 
Another object is to provide such a machine in which 

a single power operated means effects compound verti 
cal and horizontal movements of a brush supporting 
structure to move the brush from a retractd and ele 
vated stowed position outwardly from the machine 
frame and downwardly into engagement with the 
ground surface in one continous movement, and of 
course to move the brush reversely to stowed position. 

A further-object is to provide equipment of the kind 
outlined above having means for precisely adjusting the 
amount of pressure exerted by the brush downwardly 
on the surface being swept. 
A further object is to provide means for causing in 

creased downward pressure to be exerted on the sur 

face being swept automatically in response to increased 
resistance to rotation of the brush, such as would be en 
countered when the brush contacts a build-up of debris 
or other obstacle, the so applied increased downward 
pressure of the brush improving its ability to sweep the 
debris or obstacle instead of raising above it or other 
wise yieldingto it. 7 

Other objects of the invention will become apparent 
from a reading of the following description, the ap 
pended claims, and the accompanying drawings, in 
which: 
FIG. 1 is a side elevational view of a mobile road or 

like surface cleaning machine provided with equip 
ment embodying the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic top plan view of the machine 
shown in FIG. '1, showing some parts in outline 
only; > 

FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a gutter brush equip 
ment mounted on a vehicle side frame member, the 
view being from above and from outwardly beyond 
the left side, i.e., the _“driver’s side” of the vehicle. 
The brushand its supporting structure are shown 
in an intermediate position, that is between a fully 
stowed position in close to the vehicle frame and an 
extended position for operation in gutters; 
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2 
FIG. 4 is an exploded perspective view of a support 

ing structure, and a hydraulic motor and rotatable 
brush mounted thereon; 
FIG. 5 is a perspective view similar to FIG. 3 but 

showing the supporting structure, hydraulic motor and 
brush in the two extreme positions, viz, POSITION I re 
tracted to lift the brush from the ground and to stow it 
close to the vehicle frame, and POSITION II in which 
the brush has been swung out laterally with compound 
downward movement to bring it into contact with the 
surface to be cleaned; 
FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram of a hydraulic circuit 

for operating the brush rotating motor and brush posi 
tioning means by which the brush is selectively moved 
to its POSITION I and POSITION II indicated in FIG. 
5. In FIG. 6, valves in the hydraulic circuit are set for 
moving the motor and brush to POSITION II in which 7 
the brush is extended laterally and is moved down 
wardly into pressure engagement with the ground and 
for maintaining the motor and brush in that position 
during operation; 
FIG. 7 is a detailed cross-section on the line 7—7 of 

FIG. 6; 
FIG. 8 is a detailed cross-section on the line 8-8 of 

FIG. 6; 
FIG. 9 is a schematic hydraulic circuit diagram ac 

cording to FIG. 6, but with the valves set for retracting 
the brush inwardly toward the vehicle and upwardly 
out of contact with the ground to POSITION I and 
maintaining it in that position; and 
FIG. 10 is a simpli?ed hydraulic circuit diagram 

showing hydraulic equipment for operating two gutter 
brushes, one on each side of the vehicle. 
The invention is illustrated as being embodied in a 

mobile road, street or the like surface cleaing machine 
conforming generally to that shown in US. Pat. No. 
3,512,206 granted to Bernard W. Young May 19, 1970 
for AIR FLOW SURFACE CLEANING APPARA 
TUS. As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2, the machine includes 
a basic truck vehicle V having a chassis frame F includ 
ing longitudinal side members 1, 1' respectively at the 
left or driver’s side of the vehicle and at the right side 
thereof. A motor housing is indicated generally at 2, 
and a cab is indicated at 3. The machine includes a 
pick-up head 4 which extends transversely under the 
vehicle frame F above the surface to be cleaned. As ex 
plained in US Pat. No. 3,512,206, a blower S delivers 
air under pressure through a duct 6 into the pick-up 
head 4. Air is drawn from the pick~up head through a 
suction duct 7 into a bin 8 in which solids, dust, etc., 
picked up from the surface are deposited. The blower 
5 takes its intake through a duct 9 which commumi 
cates with the bin 8 whereby the latter is maintained 
under suction. No further details of the main pick-up 
equipment including the head 4 need be described here 
since they are fully described in the aforesaid US. Pat. 
No. 3,512,206 and do not in themselves constitute any 
part of the present invention. In fact, gutter brush 
equipment according to the present invention may also 
be used in association with other types of main brush 
ing equipment including, inter alia, conventional rotat 
able cylindrical brushes which extend transversely 
across the vehicle. In any case, the gutter brush equip 
ment according to the present invention is especially 
useful for reaching out and sweeping surfaces adjacent 
to curbs or walls or such vertical surfaces which cannot 
be reached by_ the main cleaning devices such as the 
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pick-up head 4. The gutter brush according to the pres 
ent invention thus supplements the action of the pick 
up head 4 by directing debris and dust inwardly toward 
the vehicle into position where it can be picked up by 
the pick-up head 4. Although a single vgutter brush 
equipment mounted at one side of te mobile machine 
may be very useful in some circumstances, it generally 
is desirable to provide two such equipments, one on ei 
ther side of the machine, so as to provide for cleaning 
a surface regardless of which side of the machine is run 
close to the gutter, wall or the like. The present inven 
tion is illustrated as including two gutter brushes 
mounted respectively on opposite sides of the machine, 
but since they are the same other than one being a mir 
ror image of the other, only one gutter brush equip 
ment, namely that mounted at the driver’s side of the 
machine, will be described in detail. 

BRUSH AND MOTOR MOUNTING 

Referring especially to FIGS. 1-5, an angle mounting 
bracket 10 is secured to the left frame side member 1 
by a bolt 11 passing through a hole 12 in the bracket 
and a hole 13 in the member 1, and by a bolt 14 passing 
through one of three holes 15 in the bracket 10 and a 
hole 16 in the frame member 1. For achieving a pur 
pose later to be explained, the bolt 14 may be passed 
through any one of the three holes 15 in the bracket 10 
to give the latter a desired tilt and also to tilt the brush. 

A brush positioning supporting structure means gen 
erally designated ST, mounted on the bracket 10, car 
ries a rotary hydraulic motor M which in turn carries 
a disk-like brush B. The brush B is mounted for rotation 
coaxially with the motor M on a substantially or gener 
ally vertical but somewhat tilted axis. 
The supporting structure ST includes a boom 17 

which is mounted for horizontal and vertical pivotal 
movement at a first location designated Ll on the 
bracket 10. A plate 17a mounts the motor M and brush 
B at a second location L2 on the boom 17. Power oper 
ated force applying means, as shown a double acting 
ram 18, is mounted for horizontal and vertical pivotal 
movements at a third location L3 on the bracket 10. 
The ram 18 is connected to the boom 17 at a location 
remote from the first and third locations L1 and L3 re 
spectively, and relatively adjacent to the second loca 
tion L2. 
The operating means, i.e., the hydraulic ram 18, is of 

the differential acting type and includes a cylinder 
component 19, a double acting piston component 20 
reciprocal therein, and a piston rod 21. The effective 
pressure responsive area of the piston 20 at the face 
thereof from which the rod 21 extends is less than the 
effective pressure area on the opposite face. Thus, if 
equal unit pressures are applied to thetwo opposed 
faces of the piston 20, the net force will be ‘effective to 
extend the rod 21. In the form shown, the rod compo 
nent 21 is connected to the boom 17 by a screw 22 ex 
tending through a hole in the ?attened end of the rod 
and into a lug 23 on the boom. 
Considering more particularly the mounting of the 

boom on the frame bracket at location L1,‘ a bearing 
post 24 is mounted on the bracket 10 to provide upper 
and lower lugs 25 formed with aligned holes 26. A cross 
member 27 is provided with aligned vertical pintles 28 
journalled in the lug holes 26 and with horizontal pin 
tles 29. The inner end of the boom 17 is formed as a 
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4 
clevis having horizontally spaced lugs 30 apertured to 
receive the horizontal pintles 29 of the cross member 
27. It is apparent that by virtue of the connections at 
the location L1 the boom 17 may have compounded 
horizontal swinging movement and vertical swinging 
movement. 

The cylinder component 19 may also have com 
pounded vertical and horizontal swinging movements 
about the location L3. A bearing post 31 mounted on 
the bracket 10 is provided with horizontally spaced lugs 
32 formed with holes 33. A cross piece generally desig 
nated 34 is formed with horizontal pintles 35 which are 
received in the holes 33 in the lugs 32. The cross piece 
34 is also provided with vertical pintles 36 which are 
received in holes 38 in spaced ears 37 fast with the cyl 
inder component 19. 
Inasmuch as the piston component 20 and rod 21 can 

rotate about their common axis in the cylinder 19, 
there may also be a compound movement of the cylin 
der component 19 with respect to the boom 17, such 
movement including pivoting about the bolt 22 and 
also twisting or rotating of the piston 20 and rod 21 in 
the cylinder 19 as may be required to‘ avoid binding. 
Closely associated with and in a sense functioning as 

a part of the supporting structure ST is a coiled tension 
spring 39 connected at one end to the frame bracket 10 
by an anchor 40 and connected at its other end to an 
adjusting screw 41 threaded into a lug 42 on the boom 
17 adjacent the motor and brush mounting. The spring 
biases the supporting structure ST to swing about the 
location L1 vertically and horizontally to move the 
brush in close to the frame member 1 and move it up 
wardly out of contact with the ground surface, this 
being POSITION I required for moving the equipment 
while not using it for brushing. The spring 39 is, how 
ever, yieldable to permit the brush to be swung out 
wardly and downwardly into operating position as ex 
plained later. 
The hydraulic circuit illustrated in FIGS. 6 and 9 pro 

vides power for effecting the vertical and horizontal 
swinging of the boom required for selectively position 
ing the brush in stowed position in close to the machine 
frame and up out of contact with the ground (POS 
TION I ), and to extend it to operative position in 
contact with the ground (POSITION II). In the pre 
ferred arrangement, pressure is applied to both sides of 
the piston 20 to swing the brush outwardly into opera 
tive position and downwardly, and is applied to only the 
smaller effective area side of the piston 20 to return the 
brush to its stowed position. Controlling of the circuit 
for performing these operations will be explained later, 
it being sufficient‘ for the present to consider only 
broadly the two controlling conditions, namely one in 
which the differential acting hydraulic ram holds or re 
turns the brush to stowed position and the other in 
which the ram extends the brush to operative position. 
It should be noted here that the spring 39 acts in con 
cert with that force on the ram piston 20 which tends 
to move the brush to its retracted or stowed position. 
Tightening the spring increases the vertical or lifting 
force applied to the boom more than it increases the 
force tending to swing the boom in horizontally. 
When ?uid under pressure is applied to both sides of 

the piston 20, the pressure acting on the larger effective 
area side of the piston extends the latter with the result 
that the boom 17 is swung outwardly and downwardly 
from POSITION I to POSITION II as shown in FIG. 5. 
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This will position the brush relatively widely spaced 
outwardly from the vehicle so as to work close to a curb 
or wall and at the same time the brush will be pressed 
downwardly into engagement with the ground. This ex 
tension of the ram is dominated by fluid pressure acting 
on the larger effective area side of the piston 20 even 
though this action is opposed both by ?uid pressure 
acting on the piston face of less effective area as well 
as the tension of the spring 39. The tension of the 
spring 39 may be adjusted by way of the adjusting 
.screw 41 so as to obtain the proper balance required 
for smooth extending and retracting operations of the 
boom and brush. To stow the boom and brush in non 
operating position, fluid under pressure is applied to 
only the rod face of the piston 20, the opposite face of 
the piston being exposed to exhaust. The pressure act 
ing on the rod face of the piston, augmented by the 
force of the spring 39, returns the boom 17 to POSI 
TION l. > 

The compound horizontal and vertical movement of 
the brush which takes place during these settings may 
be understood clearly be referring to the diagrammatic 
trace of a point “A” on the common axis of the hydrau 
lic motor M and brush B shown in FIG. 5. In moving 
about a center “O” of the cross piece 27 at the location 
Ll, the point “A” traces a'path Pl on an imaginary 
sphere having its center at “O”. The vertical projection 
of the path P1 on the ground is shown at P2. The di 
mension indication “H” represents the height of the 
point “A” above the ground when the ram is retracted 
and the partsare stowed (POSITION I). Comparison of 
the dimension “h” with the dimension “H” shows the 
degree of lowering of the point “A” toward the ground 
when the ram is extended to swing the supporting struc 
ture ST to POSITION II. 

In connection with the performance of the com 
pounded ‘vertical and horizontal swinging movements 
of the boom 17, it is pointed out that the ramgl8 is con 
nected for vertical and horizontal pivotal movements to 
the frame bracket 10 at location L3 which is spaced 
above and inwardly toward the frame member 1 from 
the location L1 at which the boom is connected for ver 
tical and horizontal swinging movements to the frame 
bracket 10. It is also pointed out that the spring anchor 
40 is positioned between and above locations L1 and 
L3. ' 

It is preferred that the circular brush, which is rotat 
able about a substantially vertical axis, be tilted slightly 
to the vertical so as to engage the ground initially and 
with greater force toward the front of the vehicle, this 
being well known with respect to gutter or the like cir 
cular‘brushes. The rear of the brush with respect to the 
travelling frame preferably is clear of the ground or 
just barely touches it so that the brush rotating in the. 
direction of the arrow a in FIG. 2 will move dirt, debris 
and the like inwardly toward the machine in front of 
the .main pick-up equipment 4. The amount of tilt of 

6 
of the piston 20 of the ram 18 to swing the brush out 
wardly'irelatively wide of the frame F and downwardly 

_ into operating position in which the brush is held in 
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the generally vertical axis of the brush required may be - 
adjusted by selecting ‘which of the three holes 15 in the 
frame bracket ‘10 isto be aligned with the hole 16 in the 
frame member 1 and secured by the bolt 14. 

HYDRAULIC CIRCUIT 
FIG. .6 shows a hydraulic circuit in accordance with 

the invention conditioned for delivering hydraulic ?uid 
power to the .intake'side of the motor M for rotating the 
brush B, and for applying pressure ?uid to both faces 
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pressure engagement with the surface being swept. The 
motor M and ram 18 are ‘included in the hydraulic cir 
cuit also comprising'a supply and exhaust tank T, a 
pump P, an operations control valve OCV, a sequence 
valve SV, a rate-of-?ow valve RFV, and conduit con 
nections described below. The pump is not of the con 
stant volume delivery type and its delivery pressure can 
adjust to the load. A conventional stock pump is used. 
The operations control valve OCV may be a conven-' 
tional four-way valve having a casing 42 formed with 
ports 43, 44, 45 and 46, and a rotor 47 formed with ar 
cuate passages or long ports 48, 49 and a straight 
through passage 50. Detent or like means, not shown, 
hold the rotor 47 releasably in the selected set position. 
The sequence valve SV, so called because it in part 
controls the sequence of swinging the supporting struc 
ture ST outwardly and downwardly and applying in 
creased pressure to the brush at certain times, includes 
a body 51 which is bored to receive a cyindrical insert 
52 threaded into the body at 53. The inner end portion 
of the insert 52 is of reduced outer diameter and is hol 
low and closed at its upper end by a transverse wall 53 
provided with an O-ring 54 engaging the wall of the 
body bore to prevent ?ow of ?uid past the outside of 
the wall 53. A valve seat ?tting 55 is threaded into the 
end 53 to provide communication between the body 
bore above the wall 53 and a chamber 56 within the 
hollow of the insert 52, the chamber extending out 
wardly partially to surround the insert 52 within the 
body bore wall. The communication provided by the 
valve seat member 55 is controlled by a poppet valve 
57 device urged on to the seat by a spring 58, the load 
ing of which may be adjusted by turning a screw plug 
59. A series of relatively small holes 60 extending 
through the cylindrical wall of the insert 52 adjacent 
the end wall 53 and a series of relatively larger holes 61 
extending through the insert cylindrical wall spaced 
downwardly from the holes 60 provide communication 
between the chamber 56 in the hollow of the insert and 
the surrounding chamber extension between the out 
side of the cylindrical insert wall and the wall of the 
bore in the body 51. 
When the operation control OCV is set as shown in 

FIG. 6, the pump P delivers ?uid through a main supply 
conduit 62 through operation control valve OCV ports 
43, 48 and 44 to a primary service conduit 63 into the 
chamber 64 in the body of the valve SV above the in 
sert wall 53. Fluid under pressure is applied from the 
chamber 64 through a branch service conduit 65 and 
rate-of-flow valve RFV to the head end of the ram 19, 
that is the cylinder end in which the piston faceof 
larger effective area is presented. The conduit 65 by 
passes the poppet valve device 55, 57. The rate-of-flow 
control valve RFC may be any form of needle or other 
throttle valve design which is constantly open and func 
tions to control the rate of ?uid ?ow through the 
.branch conduit 65 to the ram as distinguished from 
controlling pressure per se. It will be noted that when 
the poppet valve 57 element in the sequence valve SV 
is open as shown in FIG. 6, there is relatively open com 
munication between the primary service conduit 63 
and the head end of the ram cylinder save, of course, 
the effect of the valve RFV in controlling rate of ?ow 
to that end of the cylinder. 
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Pressure acting from the primary service service con 
duit 63 in the valve chamber 64 and valve seat 55 pas 
sage opens the poppet valve 57 against the loading of 
the spring 58, permitting ?uid under pressure to ?ow 
into the chamber 56, and out through the holes 60 and 
61 into the outer chamber between the insert 52 and 
the valve body bore wall. From these chambers, ?uid 
under pressure ?ows through a conduit 66 to the inlet 
side of the motor M, driving the latter to rotate the 
brush. Pressure ?uid is discharged from the motor 
through a motor discharge conduit 67 and through pas 
sage 68 in the valve body 51 to return to the tank T via 
operation control valve ports 45, 49 and 46 and an ex 
haust conduit 68 opening into the tank. 
Opening of the poppet valve 57 also enables the ap 

plication of pressure through a branch conduit 69 to 
the rod end of the ram cylinder, that is the end at the 
side of the cylinder of relatively smaller effective area. 
As previously stated in the description of the support 
ing structure ST and its operation by the ram 18, when 
?uid is applied to both sides of the piston 20 the pres 
sure exerted upon the piston face of larger effective 
area dominates and extends the ram to swing the struc 
ture ST outwardly and downwardly. The net force with 
which the brush is pressed against the surface being 
swept may be adjusted by varying the hydraulic pres 
sure acting in the ram. This may be done by adjusting 
the loading on the spring 58. Increasing the load on the 
spring 58 and thereby requiring more pressure to open 
the poppet valve 57 increases the net effective hydrau 
lic pressure acting on the ram so that the brush is 
forced downwardly to exert increased pressure on the 
surface being cleaned. Decreasing the load on the 
spring 58, for example by turning the adjusting plug 59 
outwardly, has the reverse effect. The pressure exerted 
by the brush on the surface being swept can also be ad 
justed by varying the tensile loading of the spring 39 as 
previously described. Thus, it is possible to provide a 
very precise regulation of the pressure exerted by the 
brush on the surface being swept. This is quite an im 
portant factor since pressure requirements'may change 
according to the nature of the ground surface itself, the 
heaviness or amount of accumulation of trash or debris, 
or the relatively new or relatively worn condition of the 
brush bristles or fingers. 

In order to return the supporting structure ST, motor 
M and brush B to stowed POSITION I with the brush 
elevated and in close to the machine frame F, the rotor 
of the operations control valve OCV is turned to the 
position shown in FIG. 9. Pressure ?uid will then be de 
livered through the valve OCV ports 43, 48 and 45 to 
the motor discharge conduit 67 and thence back re 
versely through the motor M and through the branch 
conduit 66 to the chamber 56 in the sequence valve 
SV. Pressure of this ?uid in the chamber 56 will close 
the poppet valve 57 on the seat 55, the valve 57 then 
acting as a check valve preventing further ?ow through 
the valve seat. Fluid ?owing reversely from the motor 
M through the branch conduit 66 will pass up through 
the chamber 56 into the branch conduit 69 and thence 
into the rod end of the ram 18. At the same time, the 
opposite end of the ram cylinder will be open to ex 
haust through the branch conduit 65, valve RFV, the 
chamber 64, the primary service conduit 63, the opera 
tion control valve ports 44, 49 and 46, and the exhaust 
conduit 68. Thus, no effective ?uid pressure is exerted 
on the head end of the ram piston while pressure is con 
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8 
tinued to be exerted on the rod end of the vpiston pro 
viding a force which, together with that exerted by the 
spring 39, moves the structure ST to swing inwardly to 
the frame 1 and upwardly to position the brush above 
and out of contact with the swept surface. The valve 
RFV limits the speed of retraction of the ram and re 
turning of the structure ST to POSITION I. 
The rotor of the operation control valve OCV may be 

set to position the straight-through passage 50 to con 
nect the ports 43 and 46 so that pump discharge ?ow 
ing through the main supply conduit 62 will be returned 
through the exhaust conduit 68 to the tank T, the pump 
then running idly. At this setting of the valve OCV, 
means, speci?cally lands on the valve body 47, block 
off both ports 44 and 45 so that ?uid is trapped in both 
ends of the ram cylinder 19 and the ram piston 20 will 
be held against movement so that the supporting struc 
ture ST will be maintained in the position which it oc 
cupied when the rotor of the valve OCV was set to 
block off the ports 44 and 45. 
An important feature of the present invention is the 

hydraulic circuit relation of the brush driving motor M 
and the power operated ram 18 which results in press 
ing of the brush against the surface being swept more 
firmly when the brush encounters built-up debris or an 
obstacle or the like producing increased resistance to 
rotation of the brush and consequent increase in the 
motor torque. When the brush B encounters such an 
obstacle, the torque required to keep rotating the brush 
increases and this causes an increase in pressure in the 
branch conduit 66 leading to the motor inlet and also 
an increase in ?uid pressure in the valve chambers 56 
and 64 and branch conduits 65 and 69 leading to the 
ram 18. The result is that greater or increased net effec 
tive hydraulic pressure force is applied to the ram to 
cause the brush to press against the surface being swept 
with increased pressure which ensures better capability 
of dislodging the encountered obstacle or built-up de 
bris and sweeping it in front of the main pick-up head 
4. The ram 18 responds to the increased pressure con 
dition in the hydraulic input to the motor for applying 
this increased pressure of the brush on the surface. It 
is emphasized that when the brush encounters such an 
obstacle the hydraulic circuit and its components react 
to cause the brush to be pressed downwardly more 
?rmly in contact with the surface being swept rather 
than to shirk the job and relieve pressure of the brush 
against the surface to permit it to ride over the obstruc 
tion. Nevertheless, if the brush should encounter some 
thing more in the nature of an immovable obstruction 
such as a hard lump of concrete on the surface or a ver 
tical obstruction such as a post, the hydraulic connec 
tions will permit the ram to be forcibly contracted by 
effort exerted mechanically on the brush or the sup 
porting structure ST. Thus, the supporting structure 
and with it the brush and motor can be forced inwardly 
and upwardly when encountering such a stubborn ob 
struction so as to avoid damage to the mechanism. 
Once the obstruction has been passed, as permitted by 
yielding of the structure ST, the latter will be returned 
to its normal operating position without any adjustment 
of the valves being required. 
The foregoing description has reference to the gutter 

brush B, motor M and cooperating mechanism and by 
draulic parts and equipment for operating the brush B 
mounted at the left or driver’s side of the machine. Or 
dinarily a mirror image, or at least similar, counterpart 
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is mounted at the right side. This is indicated in FIGS. 
1 and 2 by showing some right side parts designated by 
primed characters corresponding to the left side desig 
nating characters. Thus, the right side parts include the 
brush B’, supporting structure S'T', ram 18', and so on. 

FIG. 10 shows diagrammatically how the pump P and 
tank T may serve hydraulic systems for operating both 
left and right side brush equipments. Separate sets of 
valves, separate conduits, and separate hydraulic rams 
for the left and right sides are provided. The valves, the 
conduits, and the ram for the right side equipment are 
designated by primed characters corresponding to the 
characters denoting the left side components. 

Usually only one of the two sets of equipment (right 
and left side) is used, depending on whether the left or 
right side of the machine is to run close to a curb or gut 
ter. Therefore, the hydraulic systems are operable inde 
pendently of one another by separate operation control 
valves OCV and O'C'V'. However, there may be times 
when it is useful to increase the width of the swath 
being brushed irrespective of the proximity of a curb or 
wall. In such cases, the two gutter brush equipments 
may be operated simultaneously. In the form of ma 
chine illustrated, the total swath swept would be in 
creased by the amount each brush is extended laterally 
beyond the adjacent end of the trailing pick-up head 4. 

The construction illustrated and described includes 
the presently preferred embodiment of the invention, 
but it is intended that the disclosure be illustrative 
rather than de?nitive, the invention being de?ned in 
the claims. 

I claim: 
1. A mobile road or like surface sweeping machine 

comprising a frame; a brush mounted on said frame for 
rotation in contact with the surface to be swept; a 
motor for rotating said brush; brush positioning means 
for‘ moving said brush downwardly to press on said sur 
face; means for delivering power to said motor; and 
force applying means associated with said power deliv 
ering means and connected to said brush positioning 
means for operating the latter to move said brush 
downwardly and being responsive to a condition in the 
input to said motor for applying increased force to said 
brush positioning means when said brush encounters 
built-up debris or an obstacle or the like with resultant 
resistance to rotation of said brush and running of said 
motor, said application of increased force to the brush 
positioning means pressing the brush with increased 
firmness against said surface thereby better to ensure 
sweeping of the debris, obstacle or the like. 

2. Machine according to claim 1 in which said motor 
and said force applying means are ?uid pressure oper 
ated and’in which said force applying means is respon 
sive to an increase in pressure of ?uid in the ?uid pres 
sure operated motor inlet supply for applying said in 
creased force to said brush positioning means. 

3. A mobile road or like surface sweeping machine 
comprising a frame; a motor; a rotary brush connected 
to said motor to be driven thereby; a support structure 
on which said brush is carried; means mounting said 
structure movably on said frame to position said brush 
for rotation about a substantially vertical axis and for 
enabling said structure and said brush to be moved up 
wardly relatively away from the surface to'be swept and 
downwardly forv pressure engagement of said brush 
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with said surface; operating means connected to said 
structure and being operable for moving said support 
ing structure and said brush downwardly into pressure 
engagement of said brush with said surface; means for 
supplying power to said motor for operating the latter 
to rotate said brush;force applying means for subject 
ing said operating means to force for moving said struc 
ture and said brush downwardly to cause said brush to 
press against said surface; and means interconnecting 
said power supplying means and said force applying 
means and making the latter responsive to increased 
resistance to rotation of said brush due to encounterng 
built-up debris or an obstacle or the like for increasing 
the force applied to said force applying means and 
thereby increasing the pressure exerted by said brush 
on said surface. 

4. Machine according to claim 3 including a device 
in said interconnecting means which is adjustable for 
varying the force applied to said operating means and 
thereby varying the pressure exerted by said brush on 
said surface. 

5. A mobile road or like surface sweeping machine 
comprising a frame; a rotary hydraulic motor; a rotary 
brush operatively connected to said motor to be driven 
thereby; a supporting structure on which said motor 
and brush are carried; means mounting said structure 
movably on said frame to position said motor and brush 
for rotation of the latter about a substantially vertical 
axis and for enabling said structure and said brush to be 
moved upwardly relatively away from the surface to be 
swept and downwardly for pressure engagement of said 
brush with said surface; a source of hydraulic pressure 
?uid; a hydraulic ram operatively connected to said 
supporting structure and being operable for moving 
said brush downwardly into pressure engagement with 
said surface; and ?uid supply conduit means connect 
ing said pressure source to said motor and to said ram 
with the inlet side of the motor communicating with 
said ram, whereby increase in resistance to rotation of 
said brush and motor caused by the brush’s encounter 
ing a build up of debris or an obstacle or the like on said 
surface will increase the pressure in said supply conduit 
means and cause said ram to force said structure and 
brush downwardly and cause the brush to exert in 
creased downward pressure on said surface. 

6. Sweeping machine according to claim 5 including 
a valve in said conduit means for controlling the pres 
sure exerted by said brush on said surface. 

7. Sweeping machine according to claim 6 in which 
said valve is in said conduit means between said pres 
sure source and said hydraulic motor, is pressure oper 
ated to open position to direct ?uid flow to said motor, 
and is adjustable to vary the pressure required to open 
it. 

8. Sweeping machine according to claim 7 in which 
said valve comprises a seat at the valve intake commu 
nicating with said pressure source; means de?ning a 
_valve chamber communicating with said seat; a poppet 
valve element movable in said chamber; and a spring 
yieldably urging said poppet valve element to close said 
seat, said conduit means including a conduit connec 
tion between said pressure source and said ram by 
passing said valve and a conduit connection between 
said valve chamber and said hydraulic motor, whereby 
pressure fluid delivered to said motor must pass 
through-the pressure-opened valve. ' 
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9. Sweeping machine according to claim 5 in which 
said hydraulic ram comprises a cylinder and a double 
acting piston therein having a ?rst face of relatively 
large effective area, and a second face of relatively 
small effective area; and in which said ?uid supply con 
duit means includes a ?rst conduit connection leading 
from said source into said cylinder on said ?rst face 
side of said piston, and other conduit connections lead 
ing from said source both to said cylinder on the oppo 
site side of said piston and to the inlet side of said mo 
I01‘. 

10. Sweeping machine according to claim 5 including 
a spring biasing said structure and said brush upwardly. 

l1. Sweeping machine according to claim 9 including 
a spring biasing said structure and said brush upwardly 
in concert with the application of ?uid pressure on said 
second face of said piston. 

12. Sweeping machine according to claim 9 including 
a pressure responsive valve interposed between said 
source and said other conduit connections, said valve 
having an element biased toward closed position and 
being openable in response to pressure on the source 
side of said valve to permit ?uid to ?ow under pressure 
through said other conduit connections to said cylinder 
on said opposite side of said piston and to the inlet side 
of said motor. 

13. Sweeping machine according to claim 9 including 
a constantly open rate-of-?ow control valve in said ?rst 
conduit connection. 

14. Sweeping machine according to claim 12 includ 
ing a constantly open rate-of-?ow control valve in said 
first conduit connection. 

15. A mobile road or like surface sweeping machine 
comprising a frame; a rotary hydraulic motor; a rotary 
brush operatively connected to said motor to be driven 
thereby; a supporting structure on which said motor 
and brush are carried; means mounting said structure 
movably on said frame to position said motor and brush 
for rotation of the latter about a substantially vertical 
axis and for enabling said structure and said brush to be 
moved upwardly relatively away from the surface to be 
swept and downwardly for pressure engagement of said 
brush with said surface; a hydraulic ram comprising a 
cylinder component and a double acting piston compo 
nent relatively movable therein and having a ?rst face 
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of relatively large effective area and a second face of ' 
relatively small effective area; means connecting the 
movable one of said components to said supporting 
structure for tending to move said structure and brush 
upwardly under the action of ?uid pressure on said sec 
ond face of said piston component, and being operable 
for moving said support and brush downwardly under 
the action of a ?uid pressure on said ?rst face of said 
piston component; a source of ?uid pressure; a main 
supply conduit connected to said source; an exhaust 
conduit; service conduit means connected to said cylin 
der component on both sides of said piston component 
and to the inlet side of said motor; a motor discharge 
conduit; and an operations control valve for selectively 
(1) connecting said main supply conduit to said service 
conduit means and simultaneously connecting said ex 
haust conduit to said motor discharge conduit, and (2) 
for selectively connecting said main supply conduit to 
said motor discharge conduit and connecting said ser 
vice conduit means to said exhaust conduit. 
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16. Sweeping machine according to claim 15 in 

which said operations control valve includes settable 
means for blocking all ?uid ?ow to or from said service 
conduit means and to or from said motor discharge 
conduit, whereby no ?uid power is transmitted to said 
motor and ?uid is trapped in both ends of said cylinder 
component and prevents relative movement of the cyl 
inder and piston components, thereby holding said 
structure and brush stationary on said frame. 

17. Sweeping machine according to claim 16 in 
which said source of ?uid pressure is a pump, and in 
which said operations control valve settable means in 
cludes a passage for connecting said main supply to 
said exhaust conduit when said operations control 
valve settable means is set to block ?uid ?ow to or from 
said service conduit means and through said motor dis 
charge conduit. 

18. Sweeping machine according to claim 15 includ 
ing a spring connected to said structure and biasing the 
latter and said brush upwardly. 

19. Sweeping machine according to claim 15 in 
which said service conduit means comprises a primary 
conduit connected to said main supply conduit; a ?rst 
branch service conduit means providing constant com 
munication between said primary conduit and said cyl 
inder componet on said ?rst face side of said piston 
component; a second branch service conduit means 
connected to said primary and to said motor and to said 
cylinder component on said second face side of said 
piston component; and a pressure responsive valve in 
said second branch service conduit biased to closed 
condition and being openable in response to ?uid pres 
sure in said primary conduit. 

20. A mobile road or like surface sweeping machine 
comprising a frame; a brush mounted on'said frame for 
vertical positioning movements and for rotation in 
contact with a surface to be swept when positioned in 
a lower position; differentially acting hydraulic means 
for positioning said brush selectively in said lower posi 
tion or in an upper position out of contact with said sur 
face; means for applying ?uid pressure to said hydrau 
lic means to exert relatively small force on said brush 
to urge the brush to said upper position, and to urge 
said brush oppositely to said lower position with rela 
tively large force overcoming said relatively small 
force, whereby to hold said brush in pressure contact 
with said surface; and operations control means for dis 
continuing application of ?uid pressure for exerting 
said relatively large force while continuing the exertion 
of said relatively small force, thereby enabling the lat 
ter to move said brush to its upper position. 

21. A mobile road or like surface sweeping machine 
comprising a frame; a boom; a rotary brush mounted 
on said boom for rotation about a substantially vertical 
axis; means pivotally mounting said boom on said 
frame at a ?rst location for compounded simultaneous 
universal swinging movements generally horizontally 
and generally vertically to thereby move said brush out 
wardly and downwardly from a retracted elevated posi 
tion relatively close to a side of said frame to a lowered 
position relatively wide of said frame and in brushing 
engagement with the surface to be swept; and a single 
hydraulic ram including a cylinder component and a 
piston component therein for causing said boom to per 
form said compounded simultaneous movements, said 
brush being mounted on said boom at a second location 
spaced from said ?rst location, one of said ram coinpo 



nents being pivoted universally to said frame at a third 
location thereon spaced from said ?rst location, and 
the other of said ram components being pivoted to said 
boom at a location spaced from said ?rst location. 

22. Machine according to claim 21 in which said 
third location is spaced both vertically and horizontally 
from said ?rst location. 

23. Machine according to claim 22 in which said 
third location is spaced above said ?rst location and is 
spaced horizontally from said ?rst location toward the 
center of said frame. 

24. Machine according to claim 23 further including 
a spring anchored to said frame and connected to said 
boom and being loaded in a direction to urge said boom 
to swing about said ?rst location upwardly and horizon 
tally inwardly relatively to the center of said frame in 
opposition to the extension of said ram' 

25. Machine according to claim 24 in which said 
spring is a tension spring which is anchored at one end 
to said frame at a point above and horizontally between 
said ?rst and third locations, and is connected at its 
other end to said boom adjacent to said brush. 

26. Machine according to claim 25 including means 
for adjusting the loading of said spring. 

27. Machine according to claim 23 in which said hy 
draulic ram piston component is double acting with one 
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face of larger area than the other face thereof, said ma 
chine further including a source of pressure ?uid; con 
duit means for delivering ?uid under pressure to said 
cylinder component at both faces of said piston compo 
nent, the application of ?uid pressure to said larger 
area face of said piston component driving the latter to 
extend said ram in opposition to the application of ?uid 

' pressure to said other face of said piston component. 
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28. Machine according to claim 27 including valve 
means for selectively effecting delivery of ?uid to said 
cylinder component on both sides of said piston com 
ponent and alternatively relieving ?uid pressure from 
said cylinder component on the side of the larger piston 
component face area while continuing to apply ?uid 
pressure in said cylinder component on the opposite 
face of said piston component, whereby to retract said 
ram and simultaneously swing said boom inwardly with 
respect to said frame and upwardly away from said sur 
face. 

29. Machine according to claim 28 including a hy 
draulic motor mounted on said boom for driving said 
brush rotatably; and a conduit connection for deliver 
ing a flow of pressure ?uid from said source to said 
motor when pressure ?uid is delivered to said cylinder 
component at both sides of said piston component. 

* >|< * * * 


